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Waffle Paper Christmas Tree
Created by Jackie Topa

Instructions

1. Cut a scallop circle using the Scallop Circle Die. Punch two 2½” circles, one from card stock

and one from Big Shot Adhesive.

2. Cut an 8½” piece of silver waffle paper, put sticky strip down one side and make it into a

tube.

3. Put snail around the edge of the 2½” card stock circle and fold ½” of the waffle paper tube

around the bottom of the circle.

Supplies

Metallic Silver Waffle Paper: 8 ½” strip

White Cardstock: 4”circle, 2½” circle

Brushed Silver card stock

Big Shot Adhesive: 2½” circle

Sticky Strip

Snail

Designer Series Paper

Silver Tinsel Trim

Grosgrain Ribbon

Cone (Styrofoam cone or make one from card stock)

Felt or quilt batting

Accessories

Scallop Circle Die

2½” Punch

Star Punch

Petal Card Punch
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4. Stick the Big Shot Adhesive circle to the side of the scallop circle. Line the bottom of the

waffle paper tube up with the adhesive circle and stick it down.

5.Tuck one end of the Silver Tinsel Trim under the tree and wrap it around the tree from the

bottom to the top.

6. Punch two stars from brushed silver card stock and stick them to the tree top.

7. Cut a strip of DSP 4¾” long. The width will depend on how tall you want your presents to be.

For example to make a present 1” tall, cut your DSP strip 1” wide. Score the DSP strips at

1-1/8”, 2-2/8”, 3-3/8” and 4-¼”. Put some sticky strip down one side and attach it to the other

to form a box.

8. Punch a petal card from white card stock and insert it into the bottom of the box. Glue it in

place. Punch a petal card from DSP, put a bow on the top and insert it into the top of the box.


